GAS STOVE DIRECTIONS
BEFORE USING: TURN ON THE STOVE EXHAUST FAN!!! Switch is on the hood above stove.
Light switch is also on hood if lights are needed.
Main gas valve is behind stove. Roll stove slightly out from wall. Gas is off when red valve is
straight up and down. Open by turning valve sideways.
Light all the stove burner’s pilots. When ready to cook, turn a knob in front to light a burner.
Do the same for each burner you plan to use.
Ovens: Do not do the following unless you will use ovens.
To light the pilot in an oven you will need to open the small flap on the bottom of the stove
(lift and rotate down towards floor). A red button is located there. Open the oven door and
remove or lift the bottom of the oven. The pilot light is located there. Now press the red
button and light the pilot (hold the red button at least 30 seconds after pilot is lit). Then
replace the bottom cover and replace the small flap. Repeat the above steps to light pilot in
second oven.
When Finished
Turn off all burners.
Turn oven/ovens off if used.
Turn off main gas valve located behind stove.
Clean stove area but do not use soap on burners which would cause rusting.
Turn off exhaust fan (and lights if used).

CONVECTION OVEN
BEFORE USE: TURN ON THE EXHAUST FAN LOCATED ON THE STOVE HOOD!!
Turn power switch on.
Turn on fan on convection oven for cook.
Set desired temperature. Temperature is less than a regular oven, along with less amount of
time.
If dish is covered with foil, it must be secured on all sides as the oven fan will pull it off and
damage the fan.
Set the timer. Use it to remind you to check food as the convection oven heats quickly and
uses less time.
When finished
Turn “Cook Temperature” to lowest setting.
Turn fan to cool and leave oven doors slightly ajar so fans will continue to run and cool down
the oven.
Do not close the doors all the way shut. Leave slightly ajar.

DISHWASHER DIRECTIONS
BEFORE USE: TURN ON DISHWASHER FAN LOCATED ABOVE THE HOOD!!
Turn on dishwasher (amber switch).
Pull arm on either side of dishwasher until doors are down.
Push in the round green button.
Lift arm to raise the dishwasher doors.
Facing the dishwasher, the loading area is on the right. Place
dishes in one of the trays located underneath. Push to center of washer and use arm to lower
door. (If you need to rinse door while it is running, lift door a few inches until water stops.
Then continue lifting (be careful, it is hot)). When ready, close doors and the washing will
continue.
When the green “in cycle” light turns on and water has stopped running, lift doors and pull
tray out on the left side.
Continue to follow this loading and unloading procedure until all dishes are done.
There is a garbage disposal on the right side of the washer. The grate will need to be lifted
out to expose the sink. The switch is located on the wall next to the dishwasher. Run water in
sink while using dishwasher.
When finished
Close the dishwasher door and push the amber switch to the down position.
Once the water is drained out, and you do not hear the dishwasher running, lift the doors to
dry out. Leave the washer in that position.
Wipe down the side tops, return the trays to beneath the washer and turn off the fan.

COFFEE URN INFORMATION
Coffee Amount
Put cold water in urn.
1/3 cup of coffee for every ten (10) cups.
1/2 cup of coffee for every twelve (12) cups.
Brewing Time
45 to 60 minutes for full 60 cup urns.
Urn Cleaning
• Dump coffee grounds and left-over coffee immediately after use.
• To avoid coffee oil build-up in urns, wash inside of urn and parts with hot water and
dishwater soap. Never place bottom of urn with electrical parts in water.
• Use damp washcloth to clean outside of urn, and then dry with towel.
• To remove stains and excessive oil build up on inside parts, use “Bar Keepers Friend”
cleaner to return the urn’s sparkle and assure good taste. Use SOS pad to clean stem
holder in bottom of urn.
• Always return urns to proper storage area.

